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Following the inaugural UK retrospective of Spanish artist Enrique Brinkmann, The Poetics of
Silence in 2011, which featured works covering a span of 50 years, rosenfeld porcini presents
Painting in Space – The Dilemma of Gesture, a new exhibition showcasing the artist’s most
recent work yet on both floors of the gallery.

This exhibition marks a point of departure for Brinkmann, as the artist presents for the first time two sculptural
pieces Estela (2013) and Cuatro Estudios de Sonajero Chino (2011). Brinkmann also introduces the extraordinary
series on paper Reportajes (Reporting, 2013), which recalls his black and white period from 1961– 1974, when
Franco was ruling in Spain. Due to the political situation in his country at that epoch and being a lifelong
committed socialist, his primary concern was with narrative. There was a sense of foreboding in all the paintings
he produced in those years. Since the death of Franco, he has been concerned above all with formal
language. With Reportajes, Enrique Brinkmann has returned to black & white, managing to create a perfect
symbiosis between his need for narrative and for his formal experimentation; his extreme sense of aesthetics
extending as far as designing the complex pressed cardboard frame around the work. Here, Brinkmann no
longer deals with specific political issues but rather presents a more philosophical approach to human drama.
The series is completed by the sculpture Estela, which is, in effect, a three dimensional approach to what is
happening in the paper works.
The four pieces from Cuatro Estudios de Sonajero Chino, which are in fact freestanding partially painted steel
mesh, shift the artist’s practice into the realm of sculpture. With these works, Brinkmann accentuates both the
gestural paintings, which have dominated his practice in the last years, and the transparency, which was the
initial instigating factor leading the artist to abandon conventional mediums and use this very unique surface
since 1998.
The final part of the show will feature a selection of Enrique Brinkmann’s latest paintings on steel mesh, where
he continues to explore the idea of using the metal weave as a form of sculptural relief. Working the paint from
both sides, sometimes even having as many as three different layers, enables the artist to produce extremely
complex pieces. Elements constantly seem to appear and disappear under the multiple layers of
paint. Brinkmann persists in developing his recent love for gesture. After a lifetime of carefully considered and
meditative paintings, he has now discovered the freedom of spontaneously applying paint. If one compares a
painting from the early 60’s to a recent piece, it is almost impossible to recognize they were produced by the
same hand; looking at his constant development, Brinkmann appears to have proceeded with a great sense of
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logic, both on an intellectual and painterly level.
For the first time also, rosenfeld porcini will present a selection of Enrique Brinkmann’s graphic production. This
is yet another departure from both the drawings and oil paintings; these delicate works on paper display a
unique attention to the possibilities of these particular practices, whilst presenting us with another facet of his
passion for mark-making.
Enrique Brinkmann is in essence a quintessentially European artist. His art is steeped in both the traditions of his
country and in the whole history of Western art. Like all great painters, his pictures are primarily about language;
when one looks at his works – particularly post 1998, the originality of his approach and his unique poetic vision
are immediately visible. Brinkmann has spent his whole artistic life pushing the boundaries of his art, while at the
same time remaining totally true to his very particular vision.

Notes to the editors
b. 1938, in Malaga, Spain. Enrique Brinkmann abandons his training as an industrial engineer (1955) to focus on
painting. The artist is self-taught and exhibits for the first time in Malaga, in 1957. He later joins the Picasso
group and collaborates with the M.A.M. (Artistic Mediterranean Movement). Between 1961 and 1966 Brinkmann
lives in Germany, residing in Cologne and Berlin. He travels periodically across Europe; this leads him to
collaborate with the Fluxus Group, illustrating a music score for experimental composer Cornelius Cardew. As of
1967, the artist permanently relocates to Spain, living between Malaga and Madrid.
Enrique Brinkmann has exhibited with numerous museums and galleries in Spain and internationally including at
the Bronx Museum of the Arts, New York; the Museum of Modern Art, Johannesburg; a retrospective at The
Museum of Malaga and the Reina Sofia Museum, Madrid (formally MEAC). His work is featured in numerous
private and public collections, such as the MoMA, New York; the Albertina Museum, Vienna; the WallrafRichartz-Museum, Cologne. In 1994 Brinkmann was given the “Premio Nacional de Grabado de la Calcografía
Nacional” in Madrid (National Prize for Copperplate Engraving).

Rosenfeld Porcini Gallery
Founded in June 2011 by Ian Rosenfeld and Dario Porcini, rosenfeld porcini occupies a prime location in the
heart of the dynamic gallery district of London’s Fitzrovia with 3,000 square feet of gallery space. rosenfeld
porcini has a strong international outlook. The gallery values a cross referencing approach both through
exhibitions curated around themes in art and a cultural program focusing on unique events involving artists
across all disciplines – visual arts, performance and music , which are meant to challenge perceptions. rosenfeld
porcini's most recent group presentation entitled The Birth of Cinema…and Beyond featured original old master
paintings alongside contemporary works. The purpose was to focus on the presence and the influence of
cinematic narrative in certain works as well as the idea that a virtual cinema existed in people’s imaginations
before the invention of the medium itself.

Exhibition Schedule

4 April – 31 May Robert Muntean: Solo Exhibition
6 June – August Mehran Elminia: Solo exhibition

Nearest Tube:

Oxford Circus, Tottenham Court Road and Goodge Street

Opening Times:

Tuesday to Friday 11am – 7pm & Saturday 11am – 6pm
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